Carmakers look to human
control to keep plans for full
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High speed in-vehicle displays and
sensor connections will need more
testing, as Carrie Browen and Kevin
Kershner explain

AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES
Carmakers look to human control to
keep plans for full autonomy on the
road. By Chris Edwards

EMBEDDED DESIGN

Combining digital twins with games
s f are an he can signiﬁcan y
improve product design, according to
Brad Hart
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How a handheld breath analyser,
combined with AI, is delivering mass
screening for infectious diseases.
Neil Tyler talks to SOTECH Health
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that’s sending rail connections
through the roof. By Daniel
Montagnese
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MEDICAL DEVICES
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DID YOU KNOW?

“The objective is to determine at which points an individual with
COVID is infectious, not just if they have the virus in their body.
Evidence suggests that other methods fall short in that respect”

BILL WELCH
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
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MEDICAL DEVICES
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“If you can screen people as fast as it takes to get
through a metal detector or a passport line at an
airport, then that is a real game-changer”
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